REVIVING PLACES BY REUSING INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE

The projet consist in a Reappropriation of Unused Industrial Heritage In Favor Of New Social Living. This pavilion, that was built to assemble the pieces produced in Ordnance Factory of Seville in 1929, has been unused the last 26 years and it's closed to the citizens.

The new demands relevant to the changes in our society (the increase of single-parent families, the massive migration processes, the working nomadism, the impoverishment), combined with the need to repair the damage of urban speculation, the increasing gentrification (the rehabilitation of working class and derelict built heritage and the consequent transformation of an area into a middle-class neighbourhood) of the urban centres and phasing out of existing built heritage, have led the inclusion of “Re-inhabit” as a concept of living. A new concept that is compatible with the contemporary design of cities and capable of reactivating disused spaces within the urban fabric.

The abandoned industrial heritage represents a great opportunity because of its strategic location, spatial quality and strong identity. Re-inhabiting these spaces with experimental, social, temporary residences meets social inclusion policies and allows the ransom planning and the asset building. So far the reuse of industrial heritage has tended to a musealization of these spaces oriented towards a luxury and contemporary taste, denying, most of the time, the old values of these buildings, related to the activities and community life of the working class. Consequently, the urban regeneration, carried out in recent years, has radically altered the socioeconomic reality of entire neighbourhoods, triggering strong processes of gentrification of the city that seem to presage the risks described by Rem Koolhaas in the Generic City. It is essential to preserve the values of the industrial heritage and propose its re-activation in order to meet the social demands. The recovery of abandoned industrial buildings, for the implementation of sustainable social activities, not only preserves valuable memories, but also contributes to the protection of cultural diversity, as a form of enrichment and social harmony in the development of the future of cities.
WHAT IS ADAPTIVE REUSE?

This research explores the alternative architectural strategy of the colonization as a tool of regeneration of industrial heritage in a period of social and urban crisis. It is a conversion strategy that considers the existing building as a mere structural skeleton in which to insert new housing volumes. What initially may seem a disadvantage (the existing structure) allows architects to employ a dynamic process of creation and freedom of expression to give life to new forms of living that lead to a rediscovery of a sense of community and participatory life, increasingly in demand by contemporary society.

“The best way to conserve a heritage building, structure or site is to use it... Adaptation links the past to the present and projects into the future.”

‘New Uses for Heritage Places.’
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Light Tunnel SLT with SLZ flashing for profiled roofing materials.

In order to provide natural light where there are no opportunities to install roof or vertical windows. The Light Tunnels are a modern and ecological solution to the problem of dark rooms. After installation, they practically do not require any cleaning and maintenance.

**Top hung and pivot window**

The outward opening function enables easy approach to the edge of the window and provides a wide view through the open sash. The pivot function enables the cleaning of the outer pane and operation the awning blind. Pivot windows are popular types of roof windows. Due to the user's comfort, ease of use and versatility they have found many buyers worldwide.

**Windows with raised axis of rotation**

A popular design of windows with a hinge located in the middle of the window height. Windows are pivotally opened, but the axis of rotation is positioned above the middle height of the window, so even a tall person can walk up to the window edge. The lower part of the sash acts as the window with outward opening function and the top provides additional illumination.

**Light Tunnel SLT with SLZ flashing for profiled roofing materials.**

In order to provide natural light where there are no opportunities to install roof or vertical windows. The Light Tunnels are a modern and ecological solution to the problem of dark rooms. After installation, they practically do not require any cleaning and maintenance.

**Centre Pivot Window z-wave controlled**

Pivot window with factory-fitted equipment (switchboard, motor and transformer) to enable it to remotely open, close and control accessories via the remote control. Equipped with a rain sensor that automatically closes the sash during the rain.

**Solar collectors**

The FAKRO Solar System is an innovative application of solar collectors integrated into the roof which takes advantage of the sun's solar energy. The installation of solar collectors is directly into the roof slope and not as often happens above the roofing or adjacent to the building.

**Roof window with ERV-S flashing for joining windows on at the ridge**

In order to provide natural light where there are no opportunities to install roof or vertical windows. The Light Tunnels are a modern and ecological solution to the problem of dark rooms. After installation, they practically do not require any cleaning and maintenance.